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by: Walt Boat

The title of this article is our tag line, it is what

in large motor repairs. For example, in 2015

events for most businesses,

we aspire to, and how we should behave. We

our average HP for large motors in the first

especially those trying to

even put those very words on our documents.

quarter was 625 HP. In 2016 that jumps to

increase their recognition and

Service, that first word had to be defined

1127 HP. Another interesting number was the

share in the market. For Horner

to apply it – that is:

quantity of larger motors. In 2016, we saw a

Lighting, these large-scale

meet the needs of our customer base?

and trade shows are standard

How could we better
The

40% numerical increase in motors 500 HP or

Washington Street expansion was the result

larger. The bulk of the increase was in the

of answering that question (as a reminder,

greater than 1000 HP motor range. By this

the expansion included installation of a 50

measurement, our expansion (Service) was

with our award-winning prod-

ton crane, a 13.8KV test panel and a lot of

successful. But was it done at the expense

ucts, and discovering upcoming

real estate). But in what specific area could

of the small motors? Those motors are also

trends in LED lighting.

we focus to meet the needs of our customer?

a component of our Service. We can gladly

Attending 3-5 large national,

We envisioned a world where large motors

report during this same quarter, we took on a

and a multitude of smaller

(500HP and larger) would start arriving and

project for a paper company that included 34

leaving. As we exited the 1st quarter of 2016

NEMA frame motors of assorted sizes. We

(our first full year after the expansion), we

also started a mod project (during this 1st

asked ourselves – was our Service sufficient

quarter) for a national motor manufacturer that

lateral materials, and away we

for the needs of the large motor customer? Or

involved smaller integral motors (1.5HP and

go – business as usual, right?

simply put, did the large motors arrive?

below) that will ultimately total 589 motors.

It’s not exactly that easy; so

A physical walk around the shop would lead

Service is defined by the customer whether it

what does go into planning

us to believe the work has gotten bigger, but

is a 3500 HP or 1.5HP motor. We are thank-

each trade show, and how does

was that an instance in time? Or was there a

ful our customer base allows us to provide

legitimate increase in large motors? As we

Service to all size motors.

events are opportunities for
recruiting potential reps/distributors, interacting with potential
clients, making some waves

regional, shows each year,
surely the team at Horner
Lighting just packs up the same
display, grabs the usual col-

it come together?
Continued on page....... 4

review the evidence, it did support an increase

Coating
Partnerships
by: Jason Brown

A Picture In Time
by: Walt Boat
It has been said a photograph

We all strive for excellence in our

that we can address their specific

ing since we first began repairing

is worth a thousand words. If

work. Self-improvement in how we

needs.

and hardcoating centrifuge parts

a photograph has that much

accomplish our tasks is an ongoing

The last newsletter detailed the

for them. Continually retailoring for

value, how much more a paint-

process for all of us. But some-

work we had taken on for equip-

higher quality results has become

ing. Even more so, how about

times the next step up on that

ment destined for the Army’s use.

a habit, one we are very happy

a painting of one’s family? In

path needs others. The greatest

We are happy to report that Bowen,

to have.

our shop, where grease, noise

achievements have always come

the customer who contracted us, is

It’s easy to recognize the obvious

and stress seem to dominate,

with cooperation and partnerships.

very happy with the work and has

benefits of a vendor-customer rela-

we have one named Dustin

In the Thermal Coatings division,

added to the initial order. This has

tionship: The customer gets what

Pino who through his paint-

we are pleased to have developed

involved increasing our skill sets

they need and the vendor gets

ing exposes us to the joy and

partnerships with customers and

and pushing ourselves to refine

paid. But the gains can be much

peace found in our world.

vendors that allow us to push our

our quality and eye for detail. With

more profound on both sides.

Dustin is a self-trained art-

quality thresholds higher.

each part or assembly that goes

Cultivating these partnerships and

ist who can draw much, but

While we already have a wide

out the door, our partnership with

continually pushing ourselves to

enjoys portrait painting from

selection of paints, powder coats,

Bowen deepens on both sides,

higher standards is what will con-

photographs. Dustin recently

Teflon and even more esoteric

as their happiness with Horner

tinue to set us apart and above our

created a drawing of a child

liquid coatings, we’ve teamed

increases and we get faster and

competitors.

and her pet German shepherd

with Loctite to add a new array of

better at what we do.

At the end of the day, we have to

puppy from a photograph.

options to our arsenal. This gives

One of our long-time relationships

ask ourselves: Are we producing

Dustin enjoys painting it relaxes

us increased versatility and flex-

is with ICR. We’ve been able to

a better result than we did yester-

him. His relaxing (painting)

ibility to meet the demands and

meet their needs while evolving

day? Are we upholding our side of

gives us the opportunity to stop

requirements of our customers. It

the processes and solutions we’re

the partnership? Or are we push-

and see joy around us. I think

also opens the doors to take on

applying to improve the end prod-

ing our side higher in our climb

Dustin proves to us what Pablo

new work and new customers now

uct. This growth has been ongo-

towards the top?

Picasso once said “Art washes
away from the soul the dust of
everyday life. “ Oh, if you would

New Dyno Pictures

like to see the photograph that
generated the picture below, it
is on Randy Jones’ desk in Indy.
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The Brickyard
Connection
by: Wendy DeFabis
May 29, 2016 is the date of the

Another TEAM project for Fan & Fabrication

100th running of the Indianapolis
500. Many of you may recognize

by: Marc Dardeen

names of Horner customers or

A large quarry in Crestwood,

drive components. This was

ner and the fan was shipped

suppliers like Honda, Goodyear,

KY, had an old neglected fan

truly a “TEAM” project.

on time. By the time you read

Firestone or Lincoln whose com-

that was sent in for repairs.

The drive bearing had failed

this the fan will be installed

panies in some way are connect-

As with so many of the Horner

and after doing a little research

and back in service. It is great

ed to the Indianapolis 500 race.

projects, there was a lot that

we realized that the sheaves

to have supporting staffs at

We here at Horner Machining

needed to be done with a quick

and belts that were being used

each of the Horner shops that

Services have a more personal

turnaround expected. In order

were much too large and heavy

have an appreciation for meet-

connection to the brickyard.

to meet the customer’s require-

for this application. We resized

ing the customer’s needs. Job

Rasmussen Racing Products a

ments we immediately disas-

the sheaves and belts based

well done by ALL.

local fabricating company owned

sembled the fan and started

on the operational speed and

by Eldon Rasmussen has been a

sending parts and drawings to

horse power (info provided by

Horner customer for over twelve

several of our shops. Horner

the customer) and were able

years. The nature of the work

MS machined a new shaft

to reduce the bearing load by

typically involves Larry Brown

and balanced the wheel, the

nearly 60%. This modification

machining spacers, flanged rings,

Washington St. shop sand-

should extend the bearing life

shafts, housing repairs, mixer

blasted the bearing supports

and will be much easier for the

shafts, and drum liners. This

and housing. Coatings painted

customer to install.

week Wesley Butler machined

the complete unit and Horner

Each of the supporting Horner

bronze pilot bushings for a

Fan reassembled the unit with

shops were able to complete

project at Rasmussen Racing.

new bearings, inlet guards, and

their portion in a timely man-

Eldon drove in the 1975, 1977
and 1979 Indianapolis 500. We

Our New Faces

recognize Eldon as a long time

Michael Rupe
Machinist
Machining Services

Darrell Haltom
Materials Coordinator
Washington St. Indy

Brad Snodgrass
Sales Engineer
Fan and Fabrication

James Paino
Mechanic
Washington St. Indy

Horner customer, many of you
may recognize him from the commonly shown 1979 wreck of Tom
Sneva. Sneva was trying to lap
Rasmussen when the incident
occurred.

Joshua Cross
Shop
Washington St. Indy

photo courtesy of : 93.1 WIBC
Indianapolis (blog)
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FAB Things Happen When You Work Within The
Horner Family by Heidi Randall
A

Thinking Outside
the FAN

Horner

Customer

in

to a sharp point.

They uses

Greensburg, Indiana is one of

the frames that we make as

Horner Fan’s largest and most

fixtures to build Radiators and

loyal customers.

Condensers for several auto-

In order to

keep a long term partnership

motive manufactures.

like this we must continually

knife edge keeps the flux used

evolve our processes. These

in the manufacturing process

evolving processes include:

from sticking to the frame

(Thermal) agreed to give the

Fan had an opportunity to work

superior

service,

causing fouling of the surfaces.

fixture a try in their mill. Ben

with Thermal Spray and Horner

quick responses to the cus-

Before they had modified the

West (Thermal) made the final

Machining Services fabricating

tomer design change requests,

knife edge requirements Fan

adjustments to the fixture so

a Coke Mill Fan Wheel, Cone,

meeting or exceeding all prom-

outsourced the machining due

that the rails would machine

and shaft. This was a unique

ised dates, competitive pricing,

to the low quantities involved.

easily and safely.

opportunity in that we were

and providing quality products

With the new requirements

A big thanks to everyone at

able to meet the customer’s

manufactured

specifica-

however, we knew that we

Coatings who pushed to be

requirement for a wheel with

tions. Recently our customer

needed to figure out how to

successful with this project.

substantial wear resistance.

had updated their require-

do the machining in house In

With your help we are able to

Marc Dardeen (FAN) and Jim

ments to include “knife Edges”

order to stay competitive. Matt

beat every customer required

Kennedy (Thermal) reached

on many components of every

Phelps (Fan) designed a

ship date by at least two work-

out to Eutectic Corporation, a

frame.

This means that the

fixture that would allow multiple

ing days with an exceptional

Horner Vendor that special-

rails on the frames are required

rails to be machined at the

product.

izes in wear plate products,

to have a section machined

same time. Jim Kennedy

by: Heidi Randall

customer

to

The

material that would stand up to

It’s All Just Part Of The Show Continued.....

the harsh treatment these fan

1. Identify the Show

months.

taken, and brand awareness

blades would face. Horner Fan

It’s critical to select ones that

5. Coordinate Deliverables

justify going through it all again

reverse engineered the wheel

are a good fit and have the abil-

Shipping,

in just a few months’ time?

with full fabrication drawings and

ity to showcase your strengths

booth management, teardown,

No two shows are alike. Each

models and specifications based

against competitors.

returning, and housing all the

one always has its own unique

on the supplied damaged fan,

2. Create a Timeline

materials of a 20’ x 20’ display

audience, focus areas, and

then built the wheel, cone, and

Hitting deadlines, with time to

doesn’t usually come with a

varying types of exhibitors.

back plate. Thermal Spray then

spare, managing the growing

how-to guide.

Finding

coated portions of the wheel and

“to-do” list, and frequent follow-

6. Generate Interest

reps, and making headlines

the cone and Machining Services

up ensure our materials not

The use of eBlasts, social

isn’t easy, but the team always

machined the hub and the shaft,

only make it to the event on

media, calls from regional

unites to lighten the load and

assembled, and statically bal-

time, but also in one piece!

sales managers, press releas-

make it all come together.

anced the whole assembly.

3. Design the Booth

es are a few of the ways we

Showing once again the great

From show to show, or some-

let our audience know where

things that can be achieved when

times hour to hour, we have

to find us.

we work together as a Horner

new and improved products.

7. Assess Success

Family.

4. Build the Display

Now it’s time to decide if it was

After the booth is designed and

all worth it, and if we’ll be going

product showcases identified,

back next year. Do the poten

it’s time to build. This can take

tial relationships built, orders

in order to find an appropriate

storage,

setup,

customers,

signing
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Teamwork Pays Off

Complacency

by: Mike Harper

by: Amy Fletcher

The Springfield division built a

This also lowered the vibration

Nelson Baxter was correct in

motor base for a 500 HP AC

levels but they were still over

his assessment of this motor

Complacency, one of the biggest

motor conversion from a DC

the extruder manufacturer’s

being the root cause of the

problems we face in completing

motor for a plastic extruder

recommendations.

high vibration.

our day-to-day tasks, is most

application. The customer pur-

Nelson Baxter with EMDS

Dave

chased the motor and asked if

made a trip to the jobsite and

replacement motor in-stock

pleasure or security, often while

we could build a base similar to

performed a vibration model

and Lori Beam arranged for

unaware of some potential danger

the DC motor base. After quot-

study. The computer generated

an overnight rush shipment to

or defect. We are “used to” things

ing, we received the job and

model demonstrated the move-

our shop. Springfield field ser-

being a certain way each time

proceeded to fabricate a base

ment of the base. Nelson made

vice technicians installed the

and unless the obvious comes

similar to the DC base, with 1”

several

recommendations

motor and the vibration lev-

right out and hits us . . . we can

thick steel plate.

including precision balancing

els were very low, well under

be oblivious to it all. This state of

Our field service techs installed

of the motor rotor. He felt the

the manufacturer’s specifica-

mind can affect many things such

the motor and had extremely

rotor was out of balance.

tions – without any additional

as productivity, quality and safety.

high vibration – double the

We

Matt

base modifications. The only

When a human being performs

severely rough range. Dave

Phelps, our resident mechani-

change was the motor, result-

tasks repetitiously, there is

Whited performed some on-

cal engineer at Horner Fan

ing in acceptable vibration lev-

the tendency for the person to

site vibration analysis and con-

& Fabrication, to help our

els during operation.

become bored or complacent with

sulted Nelson Baxter, our level

cause. Matt’s computer mod-

This job demonstrated our

the tasks and begin performing

IV vibration analyst. Nelson

el’s results were very similar

company’s tenacity, and also

the task almost subconsciously. A

advised us that we had a reso-

to Nelson Baxter’s vibration

demonstrates how teamwork

repetitious task has the tendency

nant frequency problem, that

model.

can pay off in the end. As the

to create lack of interest and

is the natural frequency of the

One of the recommendations

saying goes, “we do the hard

complacency and when it comes

base is at or near the run

was to change the vibration

jobs right away but the impos-

to safety, it can be a literal “killer”

speed of the motor. We were

isolator pads to a stiffer com-

sible ones take a little longer.”

on the job. There is danger in

advised to add mass to lower

pound. As we proceeded with

Our customer told our sales

going into “autopilot” when work-

the natural frequency of the

this

the

rep that most vendors would

ing. Often we don’t realize how

base.

customer’s 500 HP AC motor

cut and run when the going got

complacent we are until we have

After the additional weight was

failed. The motor began to

this tough. Thank you all who

a near miss or close call. These

added, the vibration levels

make a knocking noise when

were involved with this difficult

events tend to jump start our

dropped significantly, however,

the rotor contacted the stator

project. Special thanks to Mark

hearts and focus our attention . .

they were still well above nor-

iron. It appears that the rotor

Russell for taking all the flak

. at least for a little while, on the

mal specifications. We were

shaft may be fractured, allow-

from the customer for us until

task at hand.

then advised to add steel

ing the shaft to bend in opera-

we could redeem our damaged

There is no cure for complacency,

plates to the sides of the base

tion, causing the highly unbal-

pride.

so we must be diligent in our

for increased torsional rigidity.

anced condition. As usual,

then

contacted

recommendation,

Whited

located

often defined as a feeling of quiet

a

efforts to prevent it. It’s up to all

5

of us to never let our guard down.

Successful
Replacement of
a Westinghouse
Switchgear

What is endured
for our Freedom

by: Mike Croft
Marc Dardeen’s Grandson,
Mitchell Stephens is the
crew chief on a Blackhawk
helicopter deployed in

In the summer of 2015, the

ing an opportunity of a flash

quoted, and re-quoted again

Afghanistan. He and his wife

Portland Forge company in

over of electricity. Fortunately

over the past 8-10 years. The

are the proud parents of

Portland Indiana had finally

that didn’t happen before com-

project required new wiring,

Carson born February 13th.

made a decision based on the

missioning the new gear.

conduits, buss tap boxes and

Although Mitchell could not

safety of their employees to

The

per-

the removal of old equipment.

be present at the hospital

replace a 3000 amp rated set

formed by Josh Teneyck, Gary

All things considered, the job

he was able to be there via

of Westinghouse switchgear

Anderson, Richard Bracken,

went very smoothly and proved

“skype”. The small outfit was

that has been in service since

Bryan Cox and Chris Gretz

to be an all around successful

handcrafted by a friend of

1964. After a long and gruel-

had a 2 week preparation time

project.

the family. Five days after

ing process (in the summer

before the actual cutover week

his son was born, Mitchell

of 2015) to obtain an agree-

of March 21. Upon removing

was one of six soldiers that

able contract between both PF

the 12,470 volts of power from

took part in the Bataan Death

and HIG (many thanks to Tom

the old gear it was discov-

March. This is an annual

Berkopes and Kelly Russell) an

ered that cutouts and fuses on

event commemorating the

order was finally placed to fur-

the power pole were in poor

grueling journey American

nish new Eaton manufactured

condition and needed to be

and Filipino POW’s made to

gear to replace the antiquated

replaced. Air freight services

prison camps during WW2.

Westinghouse gear.

and a bucket truck were uti-

This was a 26.2 mile march

The immediate concern for

lized and the new gear was

made while wearing a 35

Portland Forge personnel was

ready to be energized by

lb. backpack. The march

that the old gear had been

March 25. The new Eaton gear

was through a portion of

located in a metal grinding

came from Automated Controls

Afghanistan yet they were

area which was depositing

in Richmond, IN. Bill Johnson

not permitted to carry a gun. I

metal dust into the old gear

played a very important role in

am not sure how long it took

and its buss-work, thus creat-

getting the project quoted, re-

job,

which

was

Old 1964 switchgear

to complete the 26.2 miles
but in a small way, it helps us
remember what was endured
for our freedom.
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Safety, MFS, and Remember Charlie

by: Ralph Coonce

I recently attended a safety presentation by Enterprise

take away from the video: A disrespect and disregard for

Pipeline as the representative for Horner. It is not unusual

safety has consequences - at work, and at home.

for a company to call in their vendors for such a presenta-

Safety for the MFS group is always a high priority. We are

tion where they explain their expectations, requirements,

out in our customer’s facility, perhaps a place we have never

rules and regulations. To be honest I attended this with low

been before, potentially exposed to hazards we are not

expectations for hearing anything new. And with that expec-

accustomed to. We are doing things that the customer may

tation, I was not disappointed for most of the day, but there

or may not have the ability to do, but frequently doing things

was a video shown that made the entire day worthwhile. It is

the customer does not want to do. We have to be compliant

a video presentation by an industrial accident survivor. The

with OSHA, MSHA, DOT, our own safety program, as well

name of the video is “Remember Charlie”. As the video was

as the customer’s safety program. You would think that with

being presented, the room was filled with about 30 adult men

all of that we should be totally protected, but the individual’s

attending the meeting, and these “mature” seasoned guys,

safety boils down to be an individual responsibility. To do the

were occasionally rubbing a cheek to hide the tear that was

right thing, the right way.

leaking from their eyes. It was a tug at the heart to see and

That is the goal of the MFS group - to get the job done,

hear this video.

going home with all of the parts you went to work with, and

“Charlie” explains his attitude toward safety prior to the acci-

no additional parts! Beyond that, it should also be the goal

dent, the incident itself, the recovery process, and the costs

of everyone at Horner.

involved to him, his parents, wife, children and the present

Check out, “Remember Charlie”, showing at a meeting near

day ramifications.

you! Contact Amy Fletcher for showing times and locations.

When I returned to the shop I emailed Amy Fletcher about
the video, and was pleasantly surprised to learn that she has
a copy. We then started scheduling the MFS guys to see
the video. Based on the conversations after the viewing,
I think we could all see ourselves in this video in one way
or another. I highly recommend the video be presented to
everyone in the company. I really do not like emotionally
manipulative presentations, but this video is only that if you
allow it to be. There is however something for everyone to
7

Super Suprise
by: Tyler Sheller

Get to Know :Roger
D. Rayhel, AKA “WAJ”
by: Jim McClintock
Roger was born 1951 in Terre

Surprises come in all shapes

one (no exaggeration) played

APG, and his impact in their

Haute, IN. His father raised

and sizes. From finding a

a role in pulling this event

daily lives. Words of praise led

his family working for the rail-

heads-up penny on your way

together. Spearheaded by the

way to a plaque, which was fol-

road. He attended college with

into work, to that unexpect-

amazing Janet Kenyon with

lowed by a T-shirt with Jason’s

a major of automotive. Roger

ed birthday check, everyone

the unsurmountable support of

very own superhero logo, fol-

married in 1971 and was

appreciates a good surprise.

the ladies in production, this

lowed by more speeches, and

blessed with his daughter Tina

Especially if that surprise is

surprise award ceremony was

finally a few tears of pride and

whom later gave him two grand-

a company-wide, superhero

accentuated with Batman V

joy.

sons. Roger joined the Army

themed pitch-in where you are

Superman posters, Superman

The biggest surprise of this

reserve and served from 1971

awarded with the distinction of

table

streamers,

whole event was not the food,

to 1977 with the 972nd Combat

being the company Director of

decals, and even a superhero

the great turnout, or the amaz-

Engineers. Roger started work

Team Building - our very own

cake!

ing awards given to one very

in 1984 at Quality Electric in

Jason Miller.

Many of Jason’s coworkers

hard

Terre Haute, IN., later Scherer

With more superhero shirts

spoke about the important role

young man. It was everyone

Electric, and now Horner

than Gen Con, and enough

he has played in creating a

at APG discovering the super-

Industrial Group, as a machin-

food to feed 2 armies, every-

culture of inclusivity here at

hero within themselves.

covers,

working,

kind-hearted

ist and has remained to present. In 1989 Roger joined the
Indiana Air National Guard and
was part of the 181st Fighter
Wing Squadron working as a
avionics guidance control specialist, and later joined the 181st
Civil Engineering Squadron
where he was the heavy equipment superintendent. During

Safety Awards For OH Divisions

by: Mike Harper

this time Roger remarried in
1994 to his wife Becky Rayhel.

Horner

He retired from the Air Guard in

attached awards from the State

Springfield and Cincinnati divi-

2005 with the rank of E7 Master

of Ohio and the BWC, from

sions for improving their safety

Sergeant. His ports of call dur-

the Springfield Safety Council.

records. Stay safe and be safe.

ing his career included Alaska,

The awards are for the Ohio

Puerto Rico, England, and two

divisions of Horner Industrial

tours in Kuwait.

Group, Inc. lowering accident

If you were to ask Roger what

and injury rates from 2014 to

his job title is, he would prob-

2015.

ably tell you he is “head blacksmith”.

received

the

two

Congratulations

to

the
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Providing Outstanding
Customer Service...It’s The
Horner Way! by: Terry Thorne
Have you ever asked yourself the question, “What keeps customers coming
back to do business with us time after
time”? The answer lies in the total expe-

automatic.

Create a “knock your socks off”

rience they have in dealing with our

It begins with you

customer experience

company, otherwise known as Customer

Good Customer Service is a team sport.

What does it mean to provide “knock

Service, or as our mission statement puts

One weak link in the chain can lead to a

your socks off” service? Quite frankly it

it, Total Customer Satisfaction!

negative experience that can affect our

means there’s nothing you will not do

Customer Service is an integral part of

business and our bottom line. Be courte-

to provide an extraordinary experience

every business but most businesses don’t

ous, listen carefully and be prepared to

each and every time you make contact

see it for what it is, the key to success!

say “yes” rather than “no”. If you come

with our customer. Every time you inter-

Companies that are unable or unwilling

across as rude or uncaring customers

act with a customer ask yourself the

to properly service their customers stand

will pick up on that and their experience

question what could I do to make this

to lose that customers’ business. First of

will be less than satisfactory. YOU could

customers experience better? You might

all let me state that I believe wholeheart-

be the reason a customer decides never

be asking yourself “how do I do that”?

edly that every person in our company

to do business with us again and YOU

One way is to promise less than you can

is a Customer Service Representative,

also can be the reason why a customer

deliver and then deliver more than you

especially if you come in direct contact

becomes a “raving fan” and decides to

said you would.

with a Horner customer. It doesn’t matter

continue to come back to us time after

Say “Thank you”

if you’re replacing a bearing or if you’re

time! The choice is yours!

Another key to outstanding customer

printing an invoice. The work you’re per-

Help our customers fall in love

loyalty can be summed up in two simple

forming can, and most probably will,

with us

words: Thank you! Nothing else sets the

have a direct impact on our customer’s

The surest way to make a customer fall

tone for your relationship with our cus-

level of satisfaction. If that bearing fails

in love with Horner Industrial so that they

tomers better. Essentially, every “thank

because it was installed improperly or if

become repeat customers is to practice

you” says, “I appreciate your business

that invoice is incorrect, it puts Horner in

the “And Then Some” (ATS) principle.

and I don’t take it for granted.” The words

a negative light with our customer and it

It’s that willingness to go the extra mile

“thank you” can be just as powerful

could result in a customer being turned

that separates the true champions of our

whether they’re delivered in person or on

away to one of our competitors.

industry from the “also-rans”. It’s the little

a printed page.

Beginning with this newsletter I would like

things we do for customers that make us

Providing outstanding Customer Service

all of us to become more aware of our

stand out from the competition. To give

is integral to any successful business.

attitudes and interaction with our custom-

you an example, an ATS moment would

Taking care of our customers helps to

ers. Asking yourself the following, “did

be like the bakery that gives you 13

encourage them to continue buying from

I call him back when I said I was going

donuts for the price of 12! Now that’s an,

us through good times and bad. It all

to”, “was my attitude on the phone in like

“and then some” moment. So I ask you,

boils down to this, if we all strive to pro-

manner as to how I would like to have

the next time you need to buy donuts

vide a customer service experience that

been treated if I called a new company”?

would you go back to that bakery, or

is better than what our customers can get

will help you create a customer centric

would you go to the bakery that’s a little

anywhere else, they won’t go anywhere

attitude which in a short amount of time

bit closer to your house but only gives

else!

will become natural and almost

you 12 donuts when you order a dozen?
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TECOWestinghouse Did
You Know?
by: Craig Hallett

Oh Yes We CAD
by: Rich Streitmarter
A few years ago with the addition

I saw a documentary on Hulu

venture. Westinghouse would

The morning of Friday, April 8th

of a large steel mill as a hydraulic

the other night on George

manufacture the large AC and

one of our long time custom-

repair customer we quickly devel-

Westinghouse

inventor,

DC machines at their Texas

ers called needing an 800 HP,

oped a need for CAD prints. The

entrepreneur and the found-

facility and the smaller com-

1200 RPM, 4160 Volt motor.

steel mill prints we are required

er of Westinghouse Electric

mon products would come out

TECO had this motor in stock

to use are lengthy and extremely

Company among many other

of Taiwan. Notice I did say

at their Round Rock facility.

detailed. We found many instances

companies. Something that

Taiwan and not China.

By that same afternoon, Bill

when their CAD prints were incor-

struck me immediately were

In

Fleming, Katie Lawrence and

rect and many other times we

the

the

needed to modify cylinders for

George

them so the CAD prints needed to

Alan Horner. Here they are:

an

similarities

between

Westinghouse

and

’95

TECO

purchased

Westinghouse

Electric

Linda Sutton had the motor

Corporation and made a large

on its way to the customer

investment in the Round Rock

for delivery the next day. Not

be updated.

only did we ship the motor but

This was very difficult because we

Ralph Coonce, Gary Goble,

did not have a CAD system to use

Mike Smith and Marty Hartman

in Cincinnati. Fortunately, last year

coordinated and installed the

we were able to acquire a dedi-

motor on Sunday and the

cated CAD computer specifically

customer was up and run-

for our hydraulic prints.

ning Sunday night! Great team

Luckily there was not a need

effort to all!

for training on the CAD system
because two of our people, Will
Taylor and Blake Bellamy already
had the knowledge to operate the

In all seriousness, George

Texas facility to ramp up pro-

CAD system.

Westinghouse was a pretty

duction.

Even though this is not a service

cool guy. You should read

In ’97 They changed their name

we anticipated developing we’ve

about him or take the easy

to the TECO-Westinghouse

since had other customers that

way out as I did and watch the

Motor Company in order to

have asked for CAD prints so it

documentary.

promote the TECO name in

has become profitable plus it gives

The

us an additional service that most

Motor Company, as it was,

In ’99 TWMC opened a con-

of our competitors don’t have.

is now long gone, but the

trols division in Round Rock

TECO-Westinghouse

motor

to assemble VFDs and distrib-

company exists today. In 1988

ute soft-start control products

Westinghouse

under the TECO Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Electric

Electric

and

TECO Electric formed a joint

George Westinghouse

North America.
Pictures taken from
Explorehistory.com

Motor Company name.
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Get The Gear,
Wear It Proudly
by: Jacqueline Keen

Steve King, Notice
of Retirement
by: Marc Dardeen
The Horner brand represents

ing for you, your team a friend

logo and be a brand ambas-

pride in a job well done, deter-

or family member, the online

sador for Horner and still rock

mination and strong commit-

store offers a wide selection

your favorite clothing brands

ment to our customer base.

of clothing, gear and safety

like Carhartt, Nike or Under-

We are excited to introduce a

attire in quantities of one or

Armour! Don’t see what you’re

new resource where Horner

more. All locations are repre-

looking for? Let us know! We’re

employees can order qual-

sented. You get to select the

adding new items all the time

ity branded merchandise on

logo you want on the products

and would love your feedback!

demand! Whether you’re order-

you order! Wear your division

Take a few minutes to check

Steve King has announced his
retirement effective May 1st.
Steve was hired by Indiana
Fan Company in October of
1977. Although directly involved
with the engineering side of
the operation, Steve has also
effectively sold our services to
a vast variety of industrial and

out the site! http://horner.wbg-

commercial accounts. He has

companystore.com

been a major contributor to the
growth and prosperity of the
company and will be greatly
missed. After 38+ years of
employment he has seen vast
changes in equipment, capabilities, and the people that he has
worked with.
It may be retirement from work,
but not from life. There will now
be time to do what you want

Brain Teaser

This Editions Prize: $50 giftcard

What is at the end of a
rainbow?

to do, when you want to do it,
where you want to do it, and
how you want to do it. It may be

Answer to last quarters Brain
Teaser: How many letters are in alpha-

the old Buick, the Barbershop
Chorus, traveling, or spending

bet?

time with family but you will be

A: 8

busy I am sure.

Last quarters winners:
Three days to give me your answer. The

1st: $50: Giftcard Mike Cogswell,

right answers will go into a drawing for

Indianapolis

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

2nd: $25 Giftcard: Dave Jackey, APG

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for

3rd: Horner Giftbag: Barry Murphy,

all locations to recieve before drawing.

Machining Services

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

4th: Horner Giftbag: Mark Roenker,
Cincinnati Hydraulics

I have always respected your
knowledge, contributions to
the company success, the help
and support you have given me
through the years, and most of
all your friendship. I wish you
well in all your endeavors.
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Mark Reed and Wesley
Butler (Machining Services)

Kim Shellabarger’s
(Springfield) daughter
getting married

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 08

Kim Wessel’s (APG) 2
Terry Thorne’s (Sales
Darrell Cothron’s Parker, Jacqueline Keen’s
(Marketing) son
Manager) 6 grandchildren nephews one getting married (Machining) new
and one having a baby
Grandson Tyler

Dennis Cardwell (Sales)
and Terry Thorne
(Sales Manager) after a
sucessful prospecting call

Marty Hartman’s
(Indianapolis) new
Grandson

Rob Taylor’s (Indy)
Daughter and
Grandson

Mark Reed
(Machining
Services) new
grandson Graham
Born Feb 24th

SPRING 2016

Horner Employees, Just Like Family

Retirements

by: Angie Whitaker
My mother-in-law lives with
my husband and I, she
recently had pneumonia,
and had to be hospitalized.
She needs assistance in
walking, and just everyday
tasks in general. The therapist said if we did not build

willingness to help out were

day. It is heart warming to

a ramp leading into our

needed. I would also like

know that when in need I

house she would have to

to send out a special thank

have such great co-work-

go to a facility until she was

you to Carlo Jennings for

ers that I am proud to call

released from their care.

taking his time to come

my friends. Even the sim-

Oh and by the way she

over and help build the

ply gestures of some that

will be released in 2 days.

ramp. He came over after

would just ask how mom

You can imagine the panic

work on a Friday, worked

is doing meant a lot to me.

that rushed over us. With

until dark with my husband,

On behalf of the whole

everyone working, how are

and then over a partial day

Whitaker family thank you

we to get this done? Well

on Saturday to finish up. It

to each and everyone of

by some miracle and a lot

was cold and windy those

you that helped, gave hugs,

of hard work it did. First I

days.

or in passing said how is

would like to say thank you

that Sunday morning and is

for all the prayers and

doing better every

Mom came home

everything.

Herman Riddle, 23 Years

Sonny Briner, 21 Years

